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Abstract: In the framework of increasing attention towards autism-related conditions, a growing number of studies have recently investigated the
prevalence and features of sub-threshold Autistic Traits (ATs) among adults. ATs span across the general population, being more pronounced in
several clinical groups of patients affected by psychiatric disorders. Moreover, ATs seem to be associated with specific personality features in nonclinical population, implying both a higher vulnerability towards psychopathology and extraordinary talents in specific fields. In this framework,
the DSM-5’s Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) presentations may be considered as the tip of an iceberg that features several possible clinical and
non-clinical phenotypes. Globally, the autism spectrum may be considered as a trans-nosographic dimension, which may not only represent the
starting point for the development of different psychopathological trajectories but also underlie non-psychopathological personality traits. These
different trajectories might be shaped by the specific localization and severity of the neurodevelopmental alteration and by its interaction with the
environment and lifetime events. In this wider framework, autistic-like neurodevelopmental alterations may be considered as a general
vulnerability factor for different kinds of psychiatric disorders, but also the neurobiological basis for the development of extraordinary abilities,
eventually underlying the concept of geniality. Moreover, according to recent literature, we hypothesize that ATs may also be involved in the
functioning of human mind, featuring the peculiar sense of “otherness” which can be found, with different grades of intensity, in every human
being.

In the last decades, an increasing number of studies stressed on
the hypothesis that a series of alterations in the development of
the “social brain” might represent the neurobiological
underpinning of several different clinical conditions that
require clinical attention in both childhood and adult life [1 6]. A growing number of data suggest that these neurodevelopmental alterations might be considered as the
neurostructural correlates of the peculiar perception of
“otherness” and “diversity” typical of the human mind, as well
as of a variety of human behaviors, the origin of which
generated speculations since the earliest recorded history [7].
From a psychopathological point of view, an altered
neurodevelopmental pathway (particularly, not exclusively,
concerning the social brain) may be associated with an
“autistic” spectrum [5]. The label “autism” is employed in this
case due to the presence of some psychopathological features
in these subjects which, in their extreme presentation, resemble
those observed for the first time in patients affected by the
clinical and more severe phenotypes of autism spectrum
disorders. In this framework, the clinical diagnosis of autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) may be conceptualized as the end of
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the Gaussian distribution of the autism spectrum, with a
clinical threshold distinguishing the general population from
the clinical population [8 - 11].
ASD is a new diagnostic category proposed in the fifth edition
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-5), which identifies patients with severe impairment in
social communication and social interaction, together with the
presence of restrictive and repetitive behaviors, interests or
activities. ASD replaces a set of diagnoses that were included
in DSM-IV, and particularly in Autistic Disorder, Pervasive
Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (PDDNOS)
and Asperger’s Disorder. These diagnoses were previously
grouped in a chapter labeled “Pervasive Developmental
Disorders”. To date, epidemiological studies on ASD report a
prevalence in 1 out of 68 children (1:42 boys; 1:189 girls) [12].
DSM-5’s ASD may be better considered as an “enlarged
category” in which the relevance of “intellectual impairment”
has been erased to encompass the Asperger’s Syndrome and
other milder but clinical, full-threshold presentations of the
same quality, differing only in symptomatological severity [10,
13]. The classification proposed in DSM-5 also features
neurodevelopmental disorders other than ASD, such as
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, intellectual disabilities,
communication disorder, specific learning disorder, motor
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disorders [14]. These clinical presentations are deeply
intertwined and widely overlap with ASD, suggesting the
presence of a continuum which encompasses the broad variety
of ASD phenotypes, including different kinds of clinical
expressions of neurodevelopmental alterations.
Moreover, DSM-5 does not take into account the broader
spectrum of sub-threshold manifestations distributed in a
continuum in a non-clinical population, as well as the broad
presence of autistic-like symptoms in clinical population of
patients affected by other psychiatric conditions [10, 13]. Subthreshold “Autistic Traits” (ATs) (milder in severity but of the
same quality as the clinical manifestations of ASD) have been
firstly highlighted by studies conducted among unaffected firstdegree relatives of probands with ASD [15, 9]. Subsequently,
they were demonstrated to be variously distributed in general
population and in particular in some high-risk groups [16 - 18],
such as university students (and particularly scientists) [19 22]. Intriguingly, in the latter group a high prevalence of social
anxiety has also been reported, a condition frequently
associated with both substance abuse and ATs, which is
supposed to mask autism spectrum symptoms among females
[20, 23, 24, 25]. ATs also seem highly prevalent in a broad
variety of clinical groups (e.g., among patients with eating
disorders, mood disorders, borderline personality disorder),
where they might represent a specific risk factor for suicide
ideation and behaviors [26 - 32]. Considering the increasing
number of studies which stress on the relevance of ATs in nonASD clinical samples [33, 26 - 32], it has been suggested that
different kinds of psychiatric conditions may be developed as a
consequence of a neurodevelopmental alteration similar to the
one linked to ASD; the specific localization and severity of this
neurodevelopmental alteration, together with the interaction
with the environment during lifetime, may lead to different
psychopathological trajectories [5, 34, 35].
In this framework, the DSM-5’s description of ASD may be
considered as the tip of an iceberg which features several
possible clinical and non-clinical phenotypes. In particular,
recent literature highlighted the relevance, for a better
understanding of psychopathology, of investigating the
prevalence and features of ATs in clinical and non-clinical
populations, which may not only represent the starting point for
the development of different kinds of psychiatric disorders, but
also underlie non-psychopathological personality characteristics [12, 22, 33]. The manifestation of ATs may change
during the lifetime, with several presentations overlapping each
other. When they do not evolve into full-blown clinical
symptoms of any kind, they still generally imply the presence
of slight autistic-like deficits, particularly in social communication, featuring an area of vulnerability open to several
trajectories with a significant impact on the quality of life
(including impairments in relationships and reciprocal
communication skills) leading to poorer outcomes in education,
employment and community inclusion. However, in some
cases, development towards hyper-adaptive behaviors is also
possible, eventually allowing these subjects, when these traits
meet favorable environmental conditions, to live highly
successful lives [7, 13, 36].
Globally, as suggested by other authors, we may conceptualize
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the broad spectrum of these specific features, with a possible
shared neurobiological basis, as a “trait”, a dimension (the core
of which can be associated with autistic-like features)
continuously distributed from general to clinical population,
rather than as manifestations of different (full-threshold or subthreshold) conditions [37, 38]. As reported above, the
dimensional conceptualization proposed here is based on a
wide body of evidence from literature and can be summarized
in the following points:
− Sub-threshold ATs are continuously distributed in
the general population; their expression may vary
depending on their quantity and quality as well as on
the interaction with the environment;
− Among full-threshold manifestations, the ASD
phenotypes are the tip of the iceberg of several
possible clinical expressions (e.g., schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, eating disorders, borderline personality disorder) underlying the autism spectrum.
This fact is well reflected in the widespread comorbidities of ASD, as well as in the high prevalence of
ATs in clinical samples [33, 13, 22];
− Sub-threshold ATs may represent the underlying
correlates of several subclinical or isolated symptoms,
personality characteristics, and temperamental traits,
representing a vulnerability factor for the development
of psychiatric disorders;
− Finally, as we will discuss further below, ATs may
be involved in the functioning of mind, featuring the
peculiar sense of “otherness” and “diversity” which
can be partially found, with different grades of
intensity, in every human being, but which is also a
special “trademark” of autistic mind. In this wider
framework, ATs may be considered as a general vulnerability factor for developing symptoms after life
events, but also as one of the premises for the
development of extraordinary talents in specific fields
of interest, possibly underlying the concept of geniality
[7, 13, 36].
The reported high rates of comorbidity among different mental
disorders (as described by the categorical approach of DSM)
suggest that the current diagnostic categories may share more
similarities than differences [2 - 5]. This evidence raised increasing interest in the development of a more comprehensive
framework, which would be able to feature cognitive, affective,
and neurobiological processes shared by several psychiatric
syndromes [34, 2 - 4]. Given the high amount of evidence
about the possible role of the autism spectrum in the development of different psychiatric disorders [33, 26 - 32], as well as
about its measurable neurobiological correlates [9, 39, 40] the
autism spectrum model possibly seems to be a useful tool for
this purpose.
As stated in a study [13], the autism spectrum constitute both
its clinical and subclinical dimensions: it is a heterogeneous
construct and its core features are variously expressed across
the population with many potentially different outcomes. The
autism spectrum model features a dimensional and quantitative
understanding of autism spectrum as it can improve our
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capability to build a theoretical framework for the reassessment
of data extracted from neurobiological, psychopathological,
clinical and epidemiological studies [13]. It is a
transnosographic concept that may allow rethinking of all
psychiatric disorders from a broader point of view, possibly
leading towards a neuro-psychogenetic approach which might
overcome the categorical and descriptive approach of
contemporary psychopathology.
However, there is also another point of interest linked to this
model. Understanding ATs and their neurobiological
underpinnings may shed more light on the neurobiological
source of human diversity. According to this hypothesis, ATs
may be the basis of atypical behaviors linked to independent
thinking and originality, as well as of subjective feelings of
individuality and otherness. These personality traits constitute
both a possible vulnerability factor concerning life events and a
possible hyper-adaptive element for specific fields of interest
and activities. ATs may be the underpinning of the cognitive
restructuration and problem-solving processes of those individuals who do not share the vision of their group, but are a
mixture of special skills and fragilities [7, 13]. On the other
hand, the intertwined relationship between autism spectrum,
traumatic events and mood symptoms might be of particular
interest in order to clarify the role of life events in influencing
illness trajectories in psychopathology [41 - 43].
In this framework, it is also possible that the autism spectrum
model would allow reaching a new point of view about some
of the long-standing questions about human nature, in
particular, it might allow clarifying the neurobiological basis of
creativity and geniality, as far as the divergent thinking is
concerned in our conceptualization of these features.
Moreover, at the same time, it might shed more light on the
pathogenesis of psychopath mind, considering the frequently
highlighted strong link between genius and psychopaths.
Creativity seems to follow a linear distribution in the general
population like other features, such as blood pressure or height.
Creativity is a rare feature placed at the far end of a
continuously distributed variability [7]. Although ASD has
been considered as a condition which implies difficulties in
abstract thinking, with a lack of creativity, when investigating
creativity amongst subjects of the autism spectrum some
researchers highlighted a dramatically higher prevalence than
in the general population, leading to rethinking of this concept
[44, 7]. Despite that, it is noteworthy that in the sample on
which this study was conducted there were subjects with a
lower IQ and also with full-blown intellectual disability.
Globally, it seems that the autism spectrum should be
considered as an area where extraordinary abilities meet the
most severe deficits, featuring both the extreme ends of the
human brain functioning [44, 7]. This is the area of so-called
“Savant Syndrome” classically known with the French name,
Idiots Savants. However, there is another question worth
investigating: why most of the subjects with ASD, or even ATs
do not develop savant skills [7]?
As reported by Snyder [45], this issue is probably related to the
reported possibility of acquiring new skills after neurological
damage, or after being exposed to repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (rTMS). Snyder’s controversial theory
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identifies the top-down inhibition as the mechanism which
ultimately prevents us from being creative. People having
autism spectrum due to the different structure of their brain
could be more frequently able to bypass top-down inhibition as
well as neurotypical subjects when their temporal lobe is
reversibly disabled with rTMS. Avoiding top-down inhibition
may allow gaining privileged access to raw forms of
information not available otherwise, leading to a perceptual
insight more adherent to reality in contrast with expectationbiased interpretations. It is also possible that all the subjects
with ASD or ATs may have the potential to develop savant
skills, the outcome of which would be determined by the
interaction between their specific neurodevelopmental
trajectory and different kinds of environmental factors [45, 7].
In the last decades, several questionnaires have been designed
to assess ATs in the general population, such as the Social
Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) [46], the Broader Autism
Phenotype Questionnaire (BAPQ) [47], the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) [48], the Autism-Spectrum Quotient
(AQ) [19] and the Adult Autism Sub-threshold Spectrum
(AdAS spectrum) [18]. While these instruments have opened
broader perspectives for researchers in this field, the main
challenge for the future is to identify the specific neurobiological asset (including all the possible morphological,
neurophysiological, biochemical, metabolic phenotypes) associated with ATs, as well as to clarify the possible pathways that
may lead to different psychopathological (and non-psychopathological) conditions. In a further perspective, a better
understanding of this matter may also shed light on the very
structure of the human mind.
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